Emergence and optimization of upright posture among hominiform hominoids and the evolutionary pathophysiology of back pain
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The lordotic region of the lumbar spine is a significant focus of pain and dysfunction in the human body, and its susceptibility to disorders may reflect its substantial reconfiguration during the course of human evolution. The basic anatomy of the lumbar vertebra in Old World Monkeys and Early Miocene apes, or proconsulids, retains typical mammalian architecture. The lumbar vertebra in humans is different in the repositioning of the lumbar transverse process dorsal to the vertebral body rather than originating on the body itself and in the loss of the styloid process that is adjacent to the facets in other primates. These two features appeared in Morotopithecus bishopi 21.6 million years ago, suggesting that this ape is the founder of an upright hominiform lineage. The iliocostalis lumborum muscles migrated onto the iliac crest approximately 18 million years ago, becoming a powerful lateral flexor muscle of the trunk. The posterior superior iliac spine shifted far dorsal to the longissimus insertion in the genus Homo between 1 and 2 million years ago, making this muscle a powerful extensor of the lumbar spine. Functionally, the establishment of strong muscular flexors and extensors adds dynamic compressive stresses to the lumbar disks and also makes these muscles susceptible to strain.
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PAINFUL DYSFUNCTION of the human spine has an extraordinarily high incidence both from the point of view of point prevalence and lifetime incidence. In fact, it is extraordinary to identify an individual older than 45 years of age who has never had a significant or severe episode of back pain at least once in his or her adult life. It is difficult to determine whether other animal species share this frequency and severity of spinal pain. However, the concentration of spinal abnormalities at points of reversed spinal curvature in the human spine is striking. Of the 24 intervertebral joints, it is C5–6, C6–7, C4–5, L4–5, and L5–S1 (20% of the total) that are associated with the highest incidence of pathophysiology, and these are the segments most involved in the lumbar and cervical lordoses.

In comparison with functional spinal anatomy in other mammals, it is immediately apparent that the lordotic curvatures of the cervical and lumbar spine are unique aspects of the human body plan necessitated by our upright posture. The coincidence between the highest rates of mechanical dysfunction and the areas of most extensive anatomical transformation suggests a relationship between the locations of greatest anatomical transformation and those of the most common musculoskeletal failures.

Although one generally appreciates that the global architecture of the human spine is different from that of other mammals, the specific anatomical differences have never been well described, in part because the anatomy of the human spine is so profoundly different from that of other mammalian species that any detailed comparisons have been challenging. Moreover, in the past 20 years we have made enormous advances in our understanding of human spinal mechanics that have never been considered in the light of evolutionary data. Finally, a series of discoveries of spinal fossils from various human antecedents have only recently made it possible to assemble a valid time-based sequence of events of the origin of human spinal anatomy.

In this paper I will consider the sequence of events leading to the emergence of the modern human spine from the
standard mammalian spine and identify aspects of the involved changes that may have particular relevance to the high prevalence of dysfunction in the lumbar spine in modern humans.

Materials and Methods

Dissection of the muscular anatomy in the lumbar spine of five gibbons, five chimpanzees, and five macaque monkeys was performed in collections at the Museum of Comparative Zoology and the Peabody Museum of Harvard University, the Smithsonian Institution, and the Department of Anthropology at the University of Chicago. Osteological evaluation of lumbar spine material from 250 mammalian species, living and extinct, from across a period of 220 million years and including various human antecedents, was conducted using materials from the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, Massachusetts; The American Museum of Natural History, New York, New York; The Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago, Illinois; the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC; and the Cleveland Museum of Natural History, Cleveland, Ohio (Todd Collection and fossils from *Australopithecus afarensis* [“Lucy”]).

Results

The modern human spine reflects three major phases of transformation relative to the more general mammalian spinal anatomy of related primates. The most dramatic alteration is an apparently abrupt event occurring approximately 21 million years ago in which the lumbar transverse processes moved from an ancestral position on the midvertebral body to a novel location on the arch, posterior to the pedicle. This transformation reversed the mechanical function of the lumbar intertransverse ligaments and converted the longissimus muscles into major lateral flexor and extensor muscles of the spine (Fig. 1).

A second phase involved the reorientation of the iliocostalis lumborum muscles from a function as direct seg-
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**Fig. 1.** Photographs showing the reorganization of the lumbar vertebra in hominiform hominoids. The lumbar vertebra of *Macaca* is typical for cercopithecoid Old World Monkeys and has its lumbar transverse process (LTP) originating on the vertebral body and projecting ventrally. It also has a styloid process that limits the excursion of the facets. *Morotopithecus bishopi* from 21.6 million years ago shares the human features of a stout lumbar transverse process originating dorsal to the embryonic neurocentral suture near the level of the facet as well as the loss of the styloid process.
tension is achieved. This type of functional system appears to have evolved independently in parallel several times.2

In a variety of other mammalian groups, the support relies on the lumbar transverse processes, which typically project anterior (ventral) to the intervertebral axis of rotation.2 As the spine passes into extension, the lumbar transverse processes begin to separate from each other until the heavy elastic intertransverse ligaments become taught and prevent further extension. This functional complex also appears to have evolved independently in parallel several times. It is seen in many marsupials such as the kangaroo (Marupialia, Diprotodontia) and carnivores (Carnivora) as well as in most rodents and primates.

Virtually all mammalian species that use ventrally placed lumbar transverse processes to resist extension also have prominent styloid processes directed posteriorly, just lateral and ventral to the facet joint, that are the point of insertion for the longissimus lumbarum muscles. The result of the styloid position just at the base of the inferior articular process is the provision of a secondary osseous block to hyperextension; the superior facet can advance relative to the inferior facet of the preceding vertebra only until it reaches the base of the styloid process.

In the human lumbar pattern, all three of these mechanisms for limiting extension have been lost, with the following consequences: 1) There is no primary facet-based block to extension. 2) The transverse processes are dorsal to all functional locations of the center of the axis of rotation for extension and so move toward each other during this motion. 3) There are no styloid processes. Together, these three alterations in typical mammalian lumbar functional architecture constitute the basis for the unique postural role of the lumbar spine in humans.

All three of these features are present in the lumbar vertebra of Morotopithecus bishopi from 21.6 million years ago as well as in the later Miocene upright apes Oreopithecus bambolii13 and Pliopithecus catalaunicus.10 The occurrence of this set of features is most remarkable because of the timing in Morotopithecus. The split between the ancestors of the Old World Monkeys (Cercopithecoids) and the ancestors of apes and humans (Hominoids) took place approximately 23 million years ago.15 Once that split occurred, a period in which a considerable variety of early ape species emerged appears to follow.3,11 These early apes can be placed in the proconsulid family. Notably, their lumbar vertebrae resemble those in monkeys; they have the lumbar transverse process on the vertebral body rather than the arch, and they have styloid processes.18

Morotopithecus bishopi therefore emerges from among the various proconsulid hominoids as a representative of a new subgroup that can be called the “hominiforms.” The key difference between proconsulid and hominiform apes of the East African Early Miocene is that the hominiforms have the same basic lumbar spine anatomy as that in modern humans (Fig. 1).

This modified vertebral pattern is quite unusual for a mammal and appears to have emerged fairly abruptly in a limited period of time. From that point of view, it is almost possible to view this modification as a birth defect, mak-
ing the spine essentially incompetent for routine quadrupedal locomotion. The lack of any intrinsic mechanism to resist extension under the force of gravity in a horizontal pronograde position allowed the lumbar spines of these apes to function well only in upright or orthograde postures. The large modern hominiform apes such as gorillas and orangutans have independently evolved new types of osseous ridges that lock the lumbar facets against extension. This finding suggests a continuous series of upright ancestral apes—with body plans more or less like those in a modern human—from which other apes have descended to establish diagonograde (between upright and horizontal) postures during knuckle walking and other straight-arm/flexed-leg gaits.

Muscular Reorganization

There is a general trend among mammals for the segment-by-segment muscles in many other vertebrates to fuse together and reach across multiple spinal segments. However, the iliocostal muscles that extend from the iliac crest to the ribs and vertebrae tend to be retained as segmental muscles even in the monkeys. In the great apes and humans, however, the iliocostalis lumborum muscles tend to become fused together and bridge across directly from the iliac crest to the ribs (Fig. 2). This configuration appears to provide far greater leverage for lateral bending. This leverage is important both for arm swinging (brachiation) in the trees using overhead suspension during locomotion in typical ape fashion and for walking. The iliocostal muscles of the large hominoids are thus better able to position and balance the upper body over the pelvis during walking, running, and carrying. However, this architecture and use of the iliocostalis lumborum muscle are novel and atypical relative to other mammals and nonmammalian vertebrates and may represent reasons why tears and spasms of the iliocostalis lumborum muscle constitute an extremely common site of musculoligamentous back pain.

This transformation does not occur to the same degree in the small Southeast Asian apes—the gibbons and siamangs—so it probably reflects events that occurred in the hominiform lineage approximately 15 to 18 million years ago. In addition to the role of the iliocostalis lumborum muscle in general balance during locomotion, it is an important optimization for carrying heavy objects with a single arm, which can be important in tasks as widespread as transporting food and carrying infants and young children in a lateral location.

Repositioning of the Posterior Superior Iliac Spine

The third and final major reorganization of the lumbar anatomy is the posterior repositioning of the PSIS of the pelvis. This change is extremely important because the great bulk of human spinal muscles originate from this region of the iliac crest. In other hominoids the PSIS remains close to the plane of the lumbar transverse processes. It is often actually ventral to the position of the tips of the lumbar spinous processes (Fig. 3).

This transformation is a feature of the genus Homo because it has progressed to a limited degree only in Australopithecus (Fig. 3). The elaboration of a massively

![Fig. 3. Drawings and photographs revealing the repositioning of the PSIS in the genus Homo. The standard position of the PSIS (arrows) is near the level of the styloid processes or lumbar transverse processes in monkeys (Macaca) and apes such as the gibbon (Hylobates) and chimpanzee (Pan). This is still the case in the early hominine Australopithecus afarensis from 3.5 million years ago. In the genus Homo, however, this point of origin for the longissimus lumborum muscles is moved far dorsal to the lumbar vertebral column, thus greatly increasing leverage for extension.](image-url)
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expanded PSIS that is rotated far posteriorly greatly increases the potential mass and leverage of the extensor muscles of the spine. The same functional considerations apply here with regard to the reorganization of the iliocostalis lumborum muscle in earlier hominoids. Increased power for these muscles is important for balancing the trunk during bipedal locomotion. Moreover, it greatly increases power and resilience for carrying heavy objects in front of an individual.

Effect of the Muscular Transformations on the Lumbar Disks

The lateral shift of the iliocostalis lumborum muscle with relocation of its origins to the iliac crest as well as the posterior shift of the PSIS with its longissimus lumborum muscle origin greatly increases leverage for work and locomotion; however, the lumbar disks are thus placed under greater pressure. For instance, when a heavy object is carried in front of the body and the longissimus lumborum muscles pull back to accomplish extension a great increase in the compressive force on each lumbar disk occurs.

From this point of view, it is apparent that the gains in muscle power for lifting and carrying are made at the cost of greatly increased compressive stress on the vertebral disks. Consider that monkeys and diapograde apes carry their young on their backs or with the infant hanging by their arms from underneath the mother’s belly. The weight of the infant tends to pull the spine into extension around a rotational axis at the dorsal edge of the disk, therefore actually stretching the disk rather than compressing it.

The small upright Southeast Asian apes (gibbons and siamangs) typically carry their young in their laps, that is, using a platform of flexed legs while they travel along by arm swinging. Once again, carrying the young during locomotion causes stretching of the lumbar disks and not compression.

In the hominine species—Australopithecus, Homo, and other closely related extinct early humans—who carry their young and other heavy loads in a fully upright and bipedal position, the effects of the loads on the lumbar spine are almost entirely compressive. The muscular action of the iliocostalis lumborum muscle in resisting lateral bending and the longissimus lumborum in resisting forward bending magnify the compressive effects. Even when loads are not carried, the routine activation of these muscles with each step to help balance the torso over the pelvis adds to repetitive compressive stress.

While humans walk, the pelvis undergoes a complex pattern of lateral dips and forward/backward rocking motions. The muscular system of the trunk acts constantly to counter and dampen the effects of normal pelvic oscillations on the head. This action helps accomplish a smoothly progressing head position during locomotion. One striking aspect of occasional, untrained bipedal walking in chimpanzees is the extremes of uncontrolled body motion with rocking from side to side and forward to backward. All of this motion is dampened and balanced in humans, but one cost of the balancing act is repetitive spinal compression by the back muscles during walking in addition to the static requirement of supporting the upper body.

Conclusions

In summary, the frequency and severity of back pain in modern humans is certainly multifactorial. The only clear evidence that back pain is an especially human problem is the concentration of disk and facet pathophysiology at the points of greatest lordotic curvature because these curves are uniquely human features.

The human lumbar anatomy differs from the anatomy in cercopithecoid monkeys in three major ways: 1) dorsal repositioning of the lumbar transverse processes that obliterates osseoligamentous mechanisms of spinal support; 2) conversion of the iliocostalis lumborum muscle to a high-leverage lateral flexor muscle; and 3) conversion of the longissimus lumborum muscle to a high-leverage extensor muscle. The first of these changes is shared with all the hominiform hominoids, the second is shared with the great apes, and the third is a feature mostly in members of the genus Homo.

The effects of these three major types of transformation is an increase in the degree of dynamic, muscually driven compressive forces on lumbar disks and a greater risk for strains and tears in the muscles of the lumbar region because of their increased leverage. These features are evolutionary innovations that suit the human body plan as well as the evolutionary path and lifestyle of the human lineage. They have supported an upright bipedal species capable of carrying heavy objects and the young across great distances, whether walking or running. In this fashion they have helped our species to more or less conquer the world. Nonetheless, these changes seem to be the principal suspects for any relative increase in the susceptibility to back pain that humans may exhibit relative to the other mammalian species.
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